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Abstract. A new header flux controller of an ultra-fast cooling (UFC) system was investigated during 
hot strip rolling. The UFC header flux was calibrated by changing the opening rate of the adjusting 
valve from 0% to 95% and, reversely, from 95% to 0%, in increments of 5%. The results showed that 
the header flux was rarely influenced by the changing direction of the adjusting valve. Based on the 
analysis of the flux adjusting, the definition of adjusting-efficiency (A-E) of flux was introduced and 
the corresponding equation was established. A Proportion-Integral (PI) controller, based on A-E, was 
employed to implement the closed-loop control of the header flux. The results from the on-site 
implementation indicated that the flux deviation between target and measured values was less than 
±1.0m3/h. 

1. Introduction 

The thermo-metallurgical phase transformations of the steel take place during the cooling process 
on the run-out table (ROT). The microstructure and mechanical properties of steel are directly related 
to the cooling process[1-4]. Ultra-fast cooling(UFC) can provide flexible cooling paths in order to 
achieve the desirable phase transformations, which makes it an appealing selection for the cooling 
line after rolling[5, 6]. The key point of the UFC process is to control the UFC delivery temperature 
(UFC-T) and coiling temperature (CT) accurately, in order to obtain the required strengthening 
mechanism and microstructure. The UFC-T, as one of the most important processing points during 
hot strip cooling, is directly controlled by the UFC headers flux. The high-precision header flux 
control of UFC is considered as the foundation for accurately control of UFC-T. 

There are some studies on header flux that are available in the literature[7-10]. The experimental 
results of these studies show that the header flux influenced the heat transfer coefficient significantly. 
However, the previous studies were primarily focused on the laws that relate header flux with heat 
transfer coefficient, under various experimental conditions, while the high precision control method 
of header flux was rarely involved in hot strip milling. In this study, a fundamental research on UFC 
header flux was firstly introduced and a PI controller for closed-loop control of header flux was 
developed. The results were also preliminarily implemented in a production environment. 

2. Fundamental Research on UFC Header Flux 

The UFC system was assembled between the finishing mill and the conventional laminar cooling 
system as shown in Fig.1. Each UFC unit consists of a curtain header on top of the strip and a spray 
header at the bottom of the strip. To further eliminate the temperature gradient through the strip 
thickness and guarantee the target temperature, the flux of each UFC headers can be either controlled 
independently or tuned in order to coordinate with the rest of the fluxes. 
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2.1 The Components of Water System 

The water system of the UFC unit consists of a constant pressure region, a water delivery pipe 
region and a ROT region. The constant pressure region consists of a distribution pipe and a water 
pressure control system. The high-pressure cooling water is pumped into the distribution pipe through 
the water supply system and discharged from the UFC headers and pressure control system. The main 
task of the pressure control system is to provide constant pressure cooling water to the UFC header. 
The water delivery pipes constitute the water delivery region. Each water delivery pipe, connected to 
the distribution pipe and the UFC header, is equipped with a ON-OFF valve, pneumatic adjusting 
valve and flow meter to control the header ON-OFF and flux. The objective in this paper was to 
develop the controller of the adjusting valve and implement the high precision control of the header 
flux. The UFC headers were mounted on the ROT region, which were the core devices for the 
implementation of the cooling process of the hot strip after rolling. The schematic of water system for 
UFC were shown in Fig.2. 

          
Figure 1. Schematic of installation position of UFC.                        Figure 2. Schematic of water system 

for UFC. 
2.2 Calibration of Flux Control System 

The UFC header flux was controlled by the adjusting valve, installed on the delivery pipe, under 
constant water pressure. The UFC header flux was calibrated before the UFC system was put into use. 
The UFC header flux was calibrated by changing the opening rate of the adjusting valve from 
0%-95%, in increments of 5%. To ensure the accuracy of the calibration results and eliminate the 
influence of the changing direction of the adjusting valve, the UFC header flux was also calibrated by 
performing the reverse procedure and changing the opening rate from 95%-0%, at increments of 5%. 
Table 1 presents the partial calibration results of the header flux under different changing directions of 
the adjusting valve. It can be observed that the header flux was increased with the increasing of the 
opening rate of the adjusting valve and the header flux was approximately equal with the same 
opening rate of the adjusting valve, under the different changing directions of adjusting valve. The 
calibration results indicated that the header flux was rarely influenced by the changing direction of the 
adjusting valve. Thus, the influence of changing direction of the adjusting valve on the UFC header 
flux was ignored during the study. 

Table 1. Calibration result of flux under different changing directions of the adjusting valve. 
Opening rate of 

adjusting valve (%) 
Header flux under changing direction 

of 0%-95%(m3/h) 
Header flux under changing direction 

of 95%-0%(m3/h) 
5 8.3 8.4 

10 29.5 30.1 
15 68.7 68.2 
20 99.6 99 
25 118.7 117.2 
30 135.8 135.2 
50 173.7 174.3 
70 187.9 187.8 
95 195.3 195.4 

2.3 Data Fitting of Calibration Results 
The calibration results, as shown in Table 1, with the characteristics of scattered points, represent 

the relationship between the opening rate of the adjusting valve and the UFC header flux at a precise 
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manner. Due to the discontinuity of the scattered points, a continuous adjustment of the valve opening 
rate and the UFC header flux curve (D-F curve) was fitted by a 6th rate polynomial, based on the 
calibration results, and the fitting results took the following form: 
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where, fF is the UFC header flux (m3/h), f1-f7 are the D-F curve fitting parameters and O is the 

opening rate of the adjusting valve (%). The D-F curve fitting parameters and the fitting correlation 
coefficient (R-square) are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. D-F curve fitting parameters and R-square. 
f1 f 2 f 3 f 4 f 5 f 6 f 7 R-square 

1.122E-8 -3.567E-6 4.356E-4 -0.02502 0.6166 -0.4941 -1.115 0.9987 
 
Fig.3 demonstrates a comparison between the fitting and measured results. It can be observed that 

the fitting results were in good agreement with the measured results. 
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Figure 3. Verification of fitting result. 

3. UFC Header Flux Controller 

3.1 Definition of Adjusting-efficiency 
In the present work, the adjusting characteristics of the adjusting valve were studied. The definition 

of “
O

F

d

d
” is termed as the adjusting–efficiency (A-E) of the adjusting valve, and the A-E equation 

could be derived from equation (1). The A-E equation is then converted as follows: 
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As shown in Fig.4, the A-E curve was obtained by using the A-E equation, which was provided by 

equation (2). The A-E of the adjusting valve has a nonlinear relationship with the opening rate of the 
adjusting valve. The A-E also indicated the regulating ability of the adjusting valve under different 
opening rate. In Fig.4, it can be noticed that the A-E shows the maximum value when the opening rate 
of the adjusting valve was 14%. 
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Figure 4. Adjusting–efficiency curve of adjusting valve. 

 

Due to the nonlinear characteristics of the A-E curve, the same adjustment range would exert 
different adjusting results of the header flux, when the initial opening rate of adjusting valve is 
different. It was particularly unfavourable to ensure the control precision of header flux and this 
unfavourable effect was further increased with the deviation of the header flux between the target and 
measured increment. Hence, the A-E was treated as an important correction factor during the 
following research. 
3.2 PI Controller Based on Adjusting-efficiency 

The flux controller of the UFC header was able to change the opening rate of the adjusting valve in 
order for the measured header flux to reach the target value. Before the UFC header was switched on, 
the open-loop controller was employed to perform the coarse adjustment of the header flux. Based on 
the calibration results and the target header flux, the initial opening rate was set by the open-loop 
controller. However, due to the fluctuation of the operating conditions and the influence of the 
condition of the equipment[11], the deviation of header flux between the targeted and measured was 
unavoidable. During the operation of the UFC header, the closed-loop controller was applied. In the 
closed-loop process, a new PI controller, based on A-E, was developed. The main purpose of the 
newly developed PI controller was to rapidly eliminate the deviation, caused by the open-loop, and 
accurately control the header flux. The equation of the PI controller is as follows: 

 
     keFkeFku i 

0IP                                                                         (3) 
 
where, u(k) is the correction of the opening rate of the adjusting valve (%), FP, FI are the correction 

coefficients based on the A-E for the P and I controller, respectively, e(k) is the deviation of the 
header flux between the target and measured values (m3/h), and i is the integration time (s). 

Fig.5 presents a schematic diagram of the newly developed PI controller. The e(k) is calculated 
when the deviation controller receives the measured flux values. The FP and FI could obtained 
according to the real-time opening rate of the adjusting valve in the parameters tables. The correction 
of the opening rate of the adjusting valve was calculated by the equation (3) then and sent to the 
actuator to perform the closed–loop control for the header flux. 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the newly developed PI controller. 
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4. Field Application 

The newly developed PI controller, based on A-E, was successfully applied to a hot strip plant. The 
stable control results of the header flux were obtained. Fig.6 shows the measured flux of a UFC 
header in a production line. 

 

 
Figure 6. Flux control result of the newly developed PI controller. 

 
As shown in the Fig.6, at the left part of section A, the increasing process of header flux can be 

observed and then the flux tends to stabilize under an open–loop controller; the section B represents 
the closed-loop process. The target UFC header flux was 148.0m3/h and the deviation of flux was up 
to 5m3/h before the closed-loop controller was put into operation. At the beginning of the section B, it 
can be observed that the deviation of the flux, caused by open-loop process, was rapidly eliminated by 
the closed-loop process, due to the newly developed PI controller. The flux deviation between the 
target and measured was less than ±1.0m3/h during the UFC header constant operation. 

5. Conclusion 

The flux of the UFC header was calibrated by changing the opening rate of adjusting valve from 
0% to 95% and, reversely, from 95% to 0%, in increments of 5%. The calibration results show that the 
flux of the header was rarely influenced by the changing direction of the adjusting valve. Based on the 
analysis of the flux adjusting, the adjusting-efficiency (A-E) of flux was introduced and the 
corresponding equation was established. Based on the A-E, the PI controller was employed to realize 
the closed-loop control of header flux. The newly developed controller for the UFC header flux 
control was successfully applied to a hot strip plant. The flux deviation between the target and 
measured values was less than ±1.0m3/h during the UFC header constant operation. A high efficient 
and stable control effect was achieved by the newly developed controller. 
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